OUR ATHLETICS CARNIVAL.
We ran in a stilts race and I won.
Chloe Paton

I ran in a running race and a sack race, egg and spoon race and a stilts race. Dominic Read

We ran and we had fun. We had lunch and we got ribbons. I came second. Sophie Willis

At the Athletics Carnival my favourite game was the egg and spoon race because my friends were very nice to me. Samantha Hughes

INDEPENDENT WRITING
There was a wizard who lived in a forest. She had a long nose and she was a funny girl. Brenna

I like school because I like playing with my friends. Charlie Wallace
Hi kids!
See if you can do the fun things on these pages.
When you are finished write your name here

and pop this sheet into Croc’s Box.

WORD LIST
ON DIG BOOK SEE

Spot the Difference
There are 5 things different in the 2 pictures. Find them and colour them.